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A and B Units - Instructions for Yardage

1. Take (1) 5" x WOF strip of light fabric and (1) 5” x WOF strip of 
medium fabric. Match the strips RST and sew seam down right 
side of strip set.

Before You Begin:
• For best results, read through all instructions before starting
• All dimensions are given in inches
• Diagrams are not to scale
• RST = Right sides together
• WOF = Width of fabric and is assumed to be 42”
• All seam allowances are a scant ¼” throughout
• Fabric requirements allow for some cutting errors
• If using charm packs for the fabric, start with the “Instructions for 

Charm Packs” section.
• Pressing instructions are given, but pressing according to your 

preference will not cause issues.
• Backing requirements assume 4” excess and horizontal seams

2. Press seam toward medium fabric. 

Light Fabric Medium Fabric Dark Fabric

Crib Cut (4) 5” x WOF 
strips

Cut (7) 5” x WOF strips
     Subcut (1) 5” square

Cut (3) 5” x WOF 
strips

Throw Cut (7) 5” x WOF       
strips

Cut (13) 5” x WOF strips
     Subcut (1) 5” square

Cut (6) 5” x WOF 
strips 

Queen Cut (14) 5” x WOF 
strips

Cut (28) 5” x WOF strips
     Subcut (1) 5” square

Cut (14) 5” x WOF 
strips
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3. Align horizontal line on ruler to center seam of strip set (to 
keep cuts square). Square off end and then cut strip set into 5” 
increments. These will be referred to as A Units in the remainder of 
the pattern. You should be able to cut (8) A units from (1) strip set.

4. Repeat Steps 1-3 with remaining strips of light fabric pairing each 
with a strip of medium fabric. One of the medium strips will be 
short where the 5” square was cut. This is OK.

5. Repeat Steps 1-4 with remaining strips of dark fabric pairing each 
with a strip of medium fabric. These are the B Units. Continue to 
Step 6.
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A and B Units - Instructions for Charm Packs
1. Gather the required number of charm square for light, medium, 

and dark colors as indicated in the Fabric Requirements table. 
Fabrics do not need to be the same, but keeping similar colors and 
shades will preserve the buffalo plaid appearance of this pattern.

2. Take (1) 5” charm square of light fabric and (1) 5” charm square of 
medium fabric.  Match the squares RST and sew seam own one 
edge. This is the A Unit. 

3. Press seam toward medium fabric.
4. Repeat Steps 1-3 with remaining light fabric squares pairing each 

with a medium fabric square.
5. Repeat Steps 1-4 with remaining dark fabric squares pairing each 

with a medium fabric square. These are the B Units. There will be 
(1) medium fabric square left over, this is intentional. Continue to 
Step 6.
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Make Four Patch Blocks:
6. Take (1) A Unit and (1) B Unit. Match RST as shown nesting seams 

and sew seam down right side.

9˝

9˝

Four Patch Block

7. Press seam open.
8. Repeat Steps 6-7 until you have the number of blocks specified in 

the Block Table below.

Block Table
Crib Throw Queen

(20) Blocks (42) Blocks (100) Blocks

Assemble Quilt Top:
9. Assemble rows as shown below making sure that A Units are 

always position next to B Units and capping each row with a 
leftover A Unit. The number of blocks needed for each row and 
the total number of rows needed are shown in the Assembly Table 
below. Press seams open.
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Assembly Table
Crib Throw Queen

Number 
of Blocks 
per Row

(4) Blocks + A Unit (6) Blocks + A Unit (10) Blocks + A Unit

Number 
of Rows (5) Rows + B Row (7) Rows + B Row (10) Rows + B Row

++ +

10. Assemble the bottom row (B Row) by attaching leftover B units 
lengthwise as shown. Cap the bottom row with leftover 5” square 
of medium fabric. The number of B Units required is the same as 
the number of blocks per row listed in the Assembly Table for each 
size. Press seams open.

+ ++

11. Attach rows together as shown making sure rows are not flipped in 
the process and the last row is the B Row. See the Assembly Table 
for the number of rows required for each size. Press seams open.
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Finishing the Quilt:
12. Sandwich the quilt top with batting and backing.
13. Baste quilt layers using preferred method.
14. Quilt as desired
15. Bind quilt using preferred method. The number of binding 

strips necessary are listed in the Binding Table below. Fabric 
requirements allow for binding strips of up to 2½” wide.

Binding Table
Crib Throw Queen

(5) WOF Strips (7) WOF Strips (10) WOF Strips

+

+
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Use yardage or charm packs to make Checkerboard by Aria & 
Ava Quilts. 

Chose light, medium, and dark fabrics or mix things up by going 
scrappy using assorted precut charm squares for this quick, 

easy make.

Pattern designed by Sandy Pennington.
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Checkerboard
Crib · Throw · Queen

Fabric Requirements
Crib

41" x 50"
Throw

59” x 68”
Queen

95” x 95”
Light 

Fabric
¾ yard or (25) 
charm squares

1 yard or (49) 
charm squares

2 yards or (110) 
charm squares

Medium 
Fabric

1 yard or (50) 
charm squares

2 yards or (98) 
charm squares

4 yards or (221) 
charm squares

Dark 
Fabric

½ yard or (24) 
charm squares

1 yard or (48) 
charm squares

2 yards or (110) 
charm squares

Binding ⅜ yard ½ yard ¾ yard
Backing 3 ¼ yards 4 ¼ yards 9 ¼ yards
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